We offer several site furnishing products including benches, litter receptacles, picnic tables, bike racks and much more. Paris also specializes in high-performance outdoor fitness equipment, that can transform your community space into a free fitness centre. Paris takes great pride in our unique designs and strict quality control process to ensure that our customers get the very best site furniture and outdoor fitness equipment.

Paris Site Furnishings and Outdoor Fitness products comply with strict standards, and are produced with high quality materials. Whether it's a recycling receptacle, trash container, park bench, bollard or various other types of site furniture or outdoor exercise equipment; it is built with quality in mind.

Paris designs and manufactures outdoor furniture that is not only aesthetically pleasing, but durable and dependable, staying true to our commitment to create lasting impressions.
**Inox Bench**
- **Model Number:** I-BOL-PL
- **Size:** 6 ft
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Backless Bench**
- **Model Number:** I-BB-PL
- **Size:** 6 ft
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Bike Rack**
- **Model Number:** BR-1
- **Capacity:** 2 Bikes
- Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

**Inox Litter Receptacle**
- **Model Number:** LR32-PL
- **Size:** 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Hi-Visibility Litter Receptacle**
- **Model Number:** LR32V-PL
- **Size:** 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Planter**
- **Model Number:** I-PLNTR
- **Size:** 46" x 24" x 33"
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Recycling Station**
- **Model Number:** LR64-PL
- **Size:** 2x 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Wall Mount Bike Rack**
- **Model Number:** BR-4-WALL
- **Capacity:** 2 Bikes
- Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

**Inox Bollard**
- **Model Number:** I-BOL-PL-6X6
- **Size:** 6.5" x 6.5" x 36"
- Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

**Inox Bench**
- **Model Number:** I6-PL
- **Size:** 6 ft
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Backless Bench**
- **Model Number:** I6B-PL
- **Size:** 6 ft
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Wall Mount Bike Rack**
- **Model Number:** BR-I-WALL
- **Capacity:** 2 Bikes
- Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

**Inox Bike Rack**
- **Model Number:** BR-1
- **Capacity:** 2 Bikes
- Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

**Inox Litter Receptacle**
- **Model Number:** LR32-PL
- **Size:** 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Recycling Station**
- **Model Number:** LR64-PL
- **Size:** 2x 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Hi-Visibility Litter Receptacle**
- **Model Number:** LR32V-PL
- **Size:** 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Planter**
- **Model Number:** I-PLNTR
- **Size:** 46" x 24" x 33"
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Recycling Station**
- **Model Number:** LR64-PL
- **Size:** 2x 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Hi-Visibility Litter Receptacle**
- **Model Number:** LR32V-PL
- **Size:** 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Planter**
- **Model Number:** I-PLNTR
- **Size:** 46" x 24" x 33"
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

**Inox Recycling Station**
- **Model Number:** LR64-PL
- **Size:** 2x 34 Gallons
- Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood
Premier Picnic Table
Premier Serenity Litter Receptacle
Premier Serenity Backless Bench
**Premier Curved Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: PCS-72-90, PCS-72-180, PCS-72-270, PCS-72-360
SIZE: 90, 180, 270, or 360 Degrees
Steel

**Premier Arched Back Bench**
MODEL NUMBER: PCAB-72
SIZE: 6 ft
Steel

**Premier Backless Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: PB4, PB6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

**Premier Serenity Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: PS4, PS6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

**Premier Serenity Backless Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: PSF4, PSF6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

**Premier Pedestal Backless Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: PB4, PB6
(size: PB4, PB6)
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

**Premier Serenity Litter Receptacle**
MODEL NUMBERS: PSFT34, PSFT34-D
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Steel

**Premier Picnic Table**
MODEL NUMBERS: PPS-APP, PPS-APP-SM, PPS-APP, PPS-APP-SM
SIZE: 3 or 4 Seats
Steel

**Premier Recycling Station (Single)**
MODEL NUMBER: PSFT34-D
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Steel

**Premier Curved Backless Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: PCB-72-90, PCB-72-180, PCB-72-270, PCB-72-360
SIZE: 90, 180, 270, or 360 Degrees
Steel

**Premier Litter Receptacle**
MODEL NUMBERS: PFT20, PFT34, PFT34-D
SIZE: 20 or 34 Gallons
Steel

**Premier Backless Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: P4, P6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

**Premier Serenity Backless Bench**
MODEL NUMBERS: PSFT34, PSFT34-D
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Steel

**Premier Picnic Table**
Shown with optional checkerboard.
Shown with optional rain shield and graphic panel.

**Premier Recycling Station (Single)**
Shown with optional checkerboard.
Premier Recycling Station (Triple)

MODEL NUMBERS: PFTRS-2x20, PFTRS-3x20
SIZE: 2x or 3x 20 Gallons
Steel

Premier Planter

MODEL NUMBER: PFTP
SIZE: 31” Diameter
Steel

Shown with optional rain shield.

Premier Serenity Planter

MODEL NUMBER: PSFTP
SIZE: 31” Diameter
Steel

Premier Picnic Table
Premier Litter Receptacle
Regency Bench (Arcadia)
MODEL NUMBERS: RS_S4, RS_S6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Regency Bench (Palisade)
MODEL NUMBERS: RSPS4, RSPS6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Regency Arched Back Bench
MODEL NUMBER: RS_A6
SIZE: 6 ft
Steel

Regency Planter
MODEL NUMBERS: RP_24, RP_60
SIZE: 24” x 24” x 24” or 60” x 24” x 24”
Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic

Regency Pattern (Arcadia)
MODEL NUMBER: “A”

Regency Pattern (Palisade)
MODEL NUMBER: “9%”

Regency Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: RS_B4, RS_B6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel Frame with Ipe Wood, Recycled Plastic, or Steel Slats

Regency Bench (w/ Slats)
MODEL NUMBERS: RS_S4, RS_S6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic

Regency Litter Receptacle
MODEL NUMBER: RL_20
SIZE: 20 Gallons
Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic

Regency Arched Back Bench (Arcadia)
Regency Bench (Palisade)
Regency Arched Back Bench
Regency Planter
Regency Pattern (Arcadia)
Regency Pattern (Palisade)
Regency Backless Bench
Regency Bench (w/ Slats)
Regency Litter Receptacle
FEATURE

LASTING IMPRESSIONS

collection

Lasting Impressions Bench

MODEL NUMBER: LIS-BENCH-4FT, LIS-BENCH-5.5FT

SIZE: 4 ft or 5.5 ft

Steel

Lasting Impressions Bike Rack

MODEL NUMBER: LIS-BR-2HMP

CAPACITY: 5 Bikes

Steel

Lasting Impressions Litter Receptacle

MODEL NUMBER: LIS-LTRRECP

SIZE: 34 Gallons

Steel
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Lucid Bench

Buddy Bench
Banc de L’amitié

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-FR-K
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench
Bench

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench
Bench (Kids)

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-KIDS
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench
Banc de L’amitié

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-FR-K
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench
Banc de L’amitié (Kids)

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-KIDS
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-FR-K
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-KIDS
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-FR-K
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Buddy Bench

MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY-KIDS
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Classique

Bench

MODEL NUMBERS: _C4, _C6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Vertical or Horizontal Steel Slats

Classique

Backless Bench

MODEL NUMBERS: _CB4, _CB6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Steel, Ipe Wood, or Recycled Plastic Slats

Classique

Bench (w/ Slats)

MODEL NUMBERS: _C4, _C6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Ipe Wood, or Recycled Plastic Slats

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Inox Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBER: 16-PL
SIZE: 6 ft
Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

Decora Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: DXB_4, DXB_6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
All Steel or Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Decora Backless Bench (No Arms)
MODEL NUMBER: DXB_6-NOARM
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
All Steel or Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Decora Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: DX_4, DX_6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
All Steel or Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Lucid Bench
MODEL NUMBER: LUCID-5
SIZE: 5 ft
Steel with Customizable Laser Cut Text or Design

Metro Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: 1_4CS_, 1_6CS_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel Frame with Perforated Steel Seat Available with or without Arms

Metro Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: 1_4CB_, 1_6CB_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel Frame with Perforated Steel Seat

Inox Bench
MODEL NUMBER: 16-PL
SIZE: 6 ft
Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

Decora Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBER: DXB_6-NOARM
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
All Steel or Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Decora Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: DX_4, DX_6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
All Steel or Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Lounge
MODEL NUMBER: DLOUNGE
SIZE: 77" x 30"
Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

Parkview Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: PVS4, PVS6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Premier Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: P4, P6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Premier Arched Back Bench
MODEL NUMBER: PAV6
SIZE: 6 ft
Steel

Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.

Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.
Premier Curved Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: PCS-72-90, PCS-72-180, PCS-72-270, PCS-72-360
SIZE: 90, 180, 270, or 360 Degrees
Steel

Premier Pedestal Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: PPB4, PPB6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Premier Serenity Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: PS4, PS6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Premier Curved Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: PCS-72-90, PCS-72-180, PCS-72-270, PCS-72-360
SIZE: 90, 180, 270, or 360 Degrees
Steel

Premier Serenity Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: PSB4, PSB6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Regency Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: RS_S4, RS_S6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel with Palisade or Arcadia Pattern

Regency Arched Back Bench
MODEL NUMBER: RS_A6
SIZE: 6 ft
Steel with Palisade or Arcadia Pattern

Royale Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: R_4CS_, R_6CS_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel Frame with Perforated Steel Seat

Royale Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: R_4CB_, R_6CB_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel

Regency Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: RS_SB4, RS_SB6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Steel Frame with Ipe Wood, Recycled Plastic or Steel Slats

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Terraza Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: TZ4_, TZ6_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Vertical or Horizontal Steel Slats

Terraza Bench (w/ Slats)
MODEL NUMBERS: TZ4_, TZ6_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Terraza Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: TZB4_, TZB6_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Steel, Ipe Wood, or Recycled Plastic Slats

Terraza Backless Bench (w/ Slats)
MODEL NUMBERS: TZB4_, TZB6_
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Transit Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: TS_1S_, TS_2S_, TS_3S_, TS_4S_
SIZE: 1, 2, 3 or 4 Seats
Steel

Transit Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: TS_1B_, TS_2B_, TS_3B_, TS_4B_
SIZE: 1, 2, 3 or 4 Seats
Steel

Transit Concave Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: T15CV_1S_, T15CV_2S_, T15CV_3S_, T15CV_4S_
SIZE: 1, 2, 3 or 4 Seats
Steel

Vintage Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: V_4, V_6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Vertical or Horizontal Steel Seat

Vintage Bench (w/ Slats)
MODEL NUMBERS: V_4CSS, V_6CSS
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic Slats

Vintage Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: V_B4, V_B6
SIZE: 4 ft or 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends with Steel, Ipe Wood, or Recycled Plastic Slats

Verve Bench
MODEL NUMBER: VERVE-6FT-STL
SIZE: 6 ft
Aluminum & Steel

Verve Bench (w/ Slats)
MODEL NUMBER: VERVE-6FT-PL
SIZE: 6 ft
Aluminum & Ipe Wood

Verve Bench (w/ Slats)
MODEL NUMBER: VERVE-6FT-PL
SIZE: 6 ft
Aluminum & Ipe Wood

Verve Bench (w/ Slats)
MODEL NUMBERS: VERVE-6FT-STL
SIZE: 6 ft
Aluminum & Steel

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
PLAQUE OPTIONS

Engraved Anodized Aluminum Plaque
SIZE: 6" x 4" (Standard)
(Custom Sizes Available)

Satin Aluminum Etched Plaque
SIZE: 6" x 4" (Standard)
(Custom Sizes Available)

Cast Bronze Plaque
SIZE: 9" x 3" (Standard)
(Custom Sizes Available)

Cast Aluminum Plaque
SIZE: 9" x 3" (Standard)
(Custom Sizes Available)

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Inox Litter Receptacle (Double)
MODEL NUMBER: ILR32X2-PL
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

Inox Litter Receptacle (Single)
MODEL NUMBERS: ILR32-PL, ILR32X2-PL
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

Premier Litter Receptacle
MODEL NUMBERS: PFT20, PFT34, PFT34D
SIZE: 20 or 34 Gallons
Steel

Premier Serenity Litter Receptacle
MODEL NUMBERS: PSFT34, PSFT34-D
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Steel

Regency Litter Receptacle
MODEL NUMBER: RL_20
SIZE: 20 Gallons
Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic

Inox Hi-Visibility Litter Receptacle
MODEL NUMBER: ILR32V-PL
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

Shown with optional rain shield.

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
**Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**
Concave Dome Lid  
MODEL NUMBER: TLSD3

Convex Dome Lid  
MODEL NUMBER: TLSD3-CV

Concave Lid (w/ Ash Urn)  
MODEL NUMBER: TLSD3-A

Concave Lid (w/ Rain Shield)  
MODEL NUMBER: TLSRS3

Concave Lid (w/ Hinge)  
MODEL NUMBER: TLSF3-HL

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**

CLEAN UP YOUR SPACE.

WINDSHIELD WASH LITTER RECEPTACLE

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
- Paper Towel Dispenser
- Windshield Washer Well (for Squeegee)
- Rust Resistant Galvanized Steel
- Leveling Feet
- Gas Glove Dispenser

VISIT US AT: WWW.PEML.COM  PHONE: 1-800-387-6318  EMAIL: SALES@PEML.COM
Inox Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBER: ULR32x2-PL
SIZE: 2x 34 Gallons
Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

Multi-Stream Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBER: MFSR-
SIZE: 3x 23 Gallons or 2x 34 Gallons
Steel

RC Series Recycling Station
(Steel Enclosed)
MODEL NUMBERS: RC-1-34, RC-2-34, RC-3-34
SIZE: 1, 2x, or 3x 34 Gallons
Steel

Premier Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBERS: PFT34D
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Steel

Sentinel Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBER: SFT34-2D
SIZE: 2x 34 Gallons
Steel

Premier Recycling Station (Triple)
MODEL NUMBERS: PFTRS-2x20, PFTRS-3x20
SIZE: 2x or 3x 20 Gallons
Steel

** Shown with optional rain shield and graphic panel.**
** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**

RC SERIES
MULTI-STREAM
PREMIER

RC SERIES
MULTI-STREAM
SENTINEL

Inox
Multi-Stream
RC SERIES
PREMIER

Inox Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBER: ULR32x2-PL
SIZE: 2x 34 Gallons
Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

Multi-Stream Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBER: MFSR-
SIZE: 3x 23 Gallons or 2x 34 Gallons
Steel

RC Series Recycling Station
(Steel Enclosed)
MODEL NUMBERS: RC-1-34, RC-2-34, RC-3-34
SIZE: 1, 2x, or 3x 34 Gallons
Steel

Premier Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBERS: PFT34D
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Steel

Sentinel Recycling Station
MODEL NUMBER: SFT34-2D
SIZE: 2x 34 Gallons
Steel

Premier Recycling Station (Triple)
MODEL NUMBERS: PFTRS-2x20, PFTRS-3x20
SIZE: 2x or 3x 20 Gallons
Steel

** Shown with optional rain shield and graphic panel.**
** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**
Wildlife Resistant Recycling Station (Double)
MODEL NUMBER: BPLR2
SIZE: 48" x 26" x 48" (68 Gallons)
Steel

Wildlife Resistant Recycling Station (Single)
MODEL NUMBER: BPLR1
SIZE: 26" x 26" x 48" (34 Gallons)
Steel
**SHADE FURNISHINGS**

**Sombra Shade Table (w/ Slats)**
- **MODEL NUMBERS:** SOMB-PL-4-UM, SOMB-PL-ADA-UM
- **SIZE:** 3 or 4 Seats
- **Material:** Perforated Steel

**Sombra Shade Table**
- **MODEL NUMBERS:** SOMB-4-UM, SOMB-ADA-UM
- **SIZE:** 3 or 4 Seats
- **Material:** Perforated Steel

**Dual Post Shade Bench (Rectangular Picnic)**
- **MODEL NUMBER:** DPSB-6S-
- **SIZE:** 6 ft
- **Material:** Steel

**Dual Post Shade Table**
- **MODEL NUMBERS:** DPS-6PS, DPS-6PS-SS (Accessible)
- **SIZE:** 6 ft
- **Material:** Steel

**Single Post Shade Table**
- **MODEL NUMBERS:** SPS-APS (Accessible), SPS-APS (Standard 4 Seats)
- **SIZE:** 2, 3, or 4 Seats
- **Material:** Steel

**Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**
**Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**

**Bistro Picnic Table**
- **Model Number:** BISTRO-PL
- **Size:** 2 Seats
- Steel Frame & Ipe Wood with Optional Games Table

**Decora Picnic Table**
- **Model Numbers:** Table Only: DXTS6
  - Backless Bench: DXBS6-NOARM
- **Size:** 6 ft
- Steel

**JXR Series Picnic Table**
- **Model Numbers:** JXR-4PE, JXR-APF
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel

**Sombra Picnic Table**
- **Model Numbers:** SOMB-4, SOMB-ADA, SOMB-FL-4, SOMB-PL-ADA
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- All Steel or Steel Frame & Table with Ipe Wood Seats

**Pedestal Square Picnic Table**
- **Model Numbers:** PPC-4PS, PPC-APS
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel

**Pedestal Round Picnic Table**
- **Model Numbers:** PPC-4PS, PPC-APS
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel
### Pedestal Square Picnic Table
- **Model Numbers:** PPS-4PPL, PPS-APPL, PPS-4PR, PPS-APR
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic

### Pedestal Square Picnic Table
- **Model Numbers:** PPS-4PPL-SM, PPS-4PR-SM, PPS-APPL-SM, PPS-APR-SM
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic

### Premier Square Picnic Table
- **Model Numbers:** PPS-4PP, PPS-4PP-SM, PPS-4PR, PPS-4PR-SM, PPS-APPL, PPS-APR, PPS-APPL-SM, PPS-APR-SM
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel Frame with Ipe Wood or Recycled Plastic

### Traditional Picnic Table
- **Model Numbers:** PTH-6, PTH-8, PTH-A
- **Size:** 6 ft or 8 ft
- Ipe Wood, Perforated Steel & Recycled Plastic

### Serenity Series
- **Model Numbers:** PSSPT-6, PSSPT-8, PSSPTA-6 (Accessible)
- **Size:** 6 ft or 8 ft
- Steel

### SXR Series
- **Model Numbers:** SXR-4PS, SXR-APS
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel

### SXS Series
- **Model Numbers:** SXS-4PS, SXS-APS
- **Size:** 3 or 4 Seats
- Steel

**Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**

Accessible 3 Seat Pedestal Round Picnic Table
Inox Planter
MODEL NUMBER: I-PLNTR
SIZE: 46” x 24” x 33”
Stainless Steel Frame with Ipe Wood

Premier Planter
MODEL NUMBER: PFTP
SIZE: 31” Diameter
Steel

Premier Serenity Planter
MODEL NUMBER: PSFTP
SIZE: 31” Diameter
Steel

Regency Planter
MODEL NUMBER: RP_60
SIZE: 60” x 24” x 24”
Ipe Wood, Recycled Plastic & Steel

Regency Planter
MODEL NUMBER: RP_24
SIZE: 24” x 24” x 24”
Ipe Wood, Recycled Plastic & Steel

* Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Decorative Bollard
MODEL NUMBERS: BHD5-36-_, BHD8-36-_
SIZE: 5” or 8” Diameter Tube
Heavy-Duty Steel, Cast Aluminum Top & Base
Installation Options Available

Inox Bollard
MODEL NUMBER: I-BOL-PL-6X6
SIZE: 6.5” x 6.5” x 36”
Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel Bollard
MODEL NUMBER: SSB-6
SIZE: 6” x 39”
Stainless Steel

P-Gate Bollard
MODEL NUMBER: B35-GATE
SIZE: Various Sizes Available
Steel
Installation Options Available

Swing Gate Bollard
MODEL NUMBER: BH55-GATE
SIZE: Various Sizes Available
Cast Aluminum Top & Base
Installation Options Available

T-Gate Bollard
MODEL NUMBER: TBIG-_
SIZE: Various Sizes Available
Steel
** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Inox Bike Rack

Bike Shaped Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS:
In-Ground Mount: BIKEBRF-IG
Surface Mount: BIKEBRF-SF
CAPACITY: 2 Bikes
Steel

Bike Shaped Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS:
In-Ground Mount: BIKEBR-IG
Surface Mount: BIKEBR-SF
CAPACITY: 2 Bikes
Steel

Coil Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: BBBC-6, BBBC-8, BBBC-10
CAPACITY: 6, 8, or 10 Bikes
Steel

Grid Style Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: BRG8, BRG14, BRG18
CAPACITY: 8, 14, or 16 Bikes
Steel

Ground Loop Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: BR12, SBR8
CAPACITY: 8 Bikes 60” or 12 Bikes 83”
Steel

Pedestal Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: PMBR-P-IG, PMBR-G-IG, PMBR-P-SF, PMBR-G-SF
CAPACITY: 2 Bikes
Steel

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **

** Shown with optional cover plate. **
Horse Shoe Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: BRH-P, BRH-SS
CAPACITY: 2 Bikes
Stainless Steel or Painted Steel

Inox Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBER: BR-I
CAPACITY: 2 Bikes
Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

Inox Wall Mount Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: BR-I-WALL
CAPACITY: 2 Bikes
Ipe Wood & Stainless Steel

Loop Style Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: In-Ground Mount: BR12G, BR4G, BR6G
Surface Mount: BR12S, BR4S, BR6S
CAPACITY: 2, 4, or 6 Bikes
Steel

Lucid Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBER: LUCID-BR
CAPACITY: 2 Bikes
Steel

Traditional Bike Rack
MODEL NUMBERS: BR18-GZ, BR6-GZ
CAPACITY: 8 Bikes 60" or 18 Bikes 120"
Steel

Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.
SCHOOL/PARK collection

- Traditional Bench
- Sports Table & Bench
- Ground Loop Bike Rack
- Port-O-Let Shelter
- Square Pedestal Picnic Table
- Backless Sports Bench
- School/Park collection
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Buddy Bench
MODEL NUMBER: VP6-CS-BUDDY
SIZE: 6 ft
Cast Aluminum Ends & Steel

Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBER: LG-4-BUDDY
SIZE: 4 ft
Steel

Creature Cans Litter Receptacle (Octopus)
MODEL NUMBER: CCO34
SIZE: 34 Gallons
Steel (Beaver, Frog, Octopus, Spider)

Sports Table & Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: PPR1-8PSQ, PPR1-8PSQ-SM
SIZE: 8 ft
Steel

Traditional Bench
MODEL NUMBER: PB6-6
SIZE: 6 ft
Steel

Triple Shoot
MODEL NUMBER: N/A
SIZE: JR / SR
Steel

Gooseneck Basketball Net
MODEL NUMBER: N/A
SIZE: N/A
Steel

Sports Backless Bench
MODEL NUMBERS: SB6-6, SB8-8
SIZE: 6 ft or 8 ft
Steel

Port-O-Let Shelter (Single)
MODEL NUMBER: MOD-PS-1
SIZE: 65" x 82" x 104"
Steel

Port-O-Let Shelter (Double)
MODEL NUMBER: MOD-PS-2
SIZE: 121" x 82" x 104"
Steel

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
** Bruin **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-001
- **SIZE:** 36” x 27” x 33”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Kodiak **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-003
- **SIZE:** 63” x 27” x 33”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Picnic **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-004
- **SIZE:** 36” x 28” x 46”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** DockBoxx **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-017
- **SIZE:** 75” x 27” x 18”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Grizzly **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-002
- **SIZE:** 51” x 27” x 33”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Kit **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-013
- **SIZE:** 47” x 27” x 32”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Broot **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-006
- **SIZE:** 57” x 42” x 49”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Camper **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-005
- **SIZE:** 57” x 26” x 46”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Camper **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-005
- **SIZE:** 57” x 26” x 46”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Kit **
- **MODEL NUMBER:** 453-013
- **SIZE:** 47” x 27” x 32”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** ToteBoxx **
- **MODEL NUMBERS:** 453-018
- **SIZE:** 42” x 48” x 56”
- **Galvanized Steel**

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Outdoor Fitness Equipment
**Air Walker**
- **Model Numbers:** 1 Person: 78000042  
  2 Person: 78000022
- **Function:** Strengthens quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, lower back, and lower abdominals.

**Roller Fit Air Strider**
- **Model Number:** 78001005
- **Function:** Strengthens quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, lower back, and lower abdominals.

**Cross Country Skier**
- **Model Number:** 78000019
- **Function:** Strengthens lower body including quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, lower back, and lower abdominals.

**Recumbent Stationary Bike**
- **Model Number:** 78000036
- **Function:** Strengthens calves, hamstrings, glutes, and quadriceps.

**Roller Fit Pendulum**
- **Model Numbers:** 1 Person: 78001006  
  2 Person: 78001007
- **Function:** Strengthens lower back, abdominals, and waist muscles.

**Stair Climber**
- **Model Number:** 78000039
- **Function:** Strengthens arm and shoulder muscles.

---

All Outdoor Fitness Equipment comes in In-Ground or Surface mount.  
**Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**
**Upright Stationary Bike**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000037
FUNCTION: Strengthens calves, hamstrings, glutes, and quadriceps.

**Inclined Crunch Bench**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000027
FUNCTION: Strengthens abdominals.

**Pendulum Machine**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000041
FUNCTION: Strengthens lower back, abdominals, and waist muscles.

**Pull-Up & Dip Station**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000001
FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid-abdominals, forearms, and triceps.

**Push-Up Bar**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000029
FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, triceps, biceps, and shoulders.

**Roller Fit 4-In-1**
MODEL NUMBER: 78001001
FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid abdominals, forearms, triceps, quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, and biceps.

All Outdoor Fitness Equipment comes in In-Ground or Surface mount. **Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**
Rowing Machine
MODEL NUMBER: 78000007
FUNCTION: Strengthens upper and lower back, shoulders, biceps, and forearms.

Sit-Up / Push-Up Bench
MODEL NUMBER: 78000005
FUNCTION: Strengthens abdominals, obliques, chest, shoulders, and triceps.

Waist & Ab Stretcher
MODEL NUMBER: 78000066
FUNCTION: Strengthens core, abdominals, shoulders, and upper arms.

Leg Press
MODEL NUMBERS: 2 Person: 78000011
4 Person: 78000012
FUNCTION: Strengthens quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, and abdominals.

Leg Stretch Station
MODEL NUMBER: 78000069
FUNCTION: Increases lower body flexibility.

Lying Leg Curl
MODEL NUMBER: 78000015
FUNCTION: Strengthens hamstrings and glutes.

Combo Leg Extension & Leg Curl
MODEL NUMBER: 78000059
FUNCTION: Strengthens glutes, quadriceps, and calves.

Jump Bars
MODEL NUMBER: 78000024
FUNCTION: Strengthens calves, quadriceps, hamstrings (jumping and step-ups), chest, biceps, and triceps (push-ups).

Leg Extension
MODEL NUMBER: 78000013
FUNCTION: Strengthens glutes, quadriceps, and calves.

Roller Fit Leg Press
MODEL NUMBER: 78000084
FUNCTION: Strengthens quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, and abdominals.

Parallel Bars
MODEL NUMBER: 78000004
FUNCTION: Strengthens hand grip, shoulders, triceps, upper back, and core.

Sit-Up / Push-Up Bench
MODEL NUMBER: 78000005
FUNCTION: Strengthens abdominals, obliques, chest, shoulders, and triceps.

Waist & Ab Stretcher
MODEL NUMBER: 78000066
FUNCTION: Strengthens core, abdominals, shoulders, and upper arms.

Leg Press
MODEL NUMBERS: 2 Person: 78000011
4 Person: 78000012
FUNCTION: Strengthens quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, and abdominals.

Leg Stretch Station
MODEL NUMBER: 78000069
FUNCTION: Increases lower body flexibility.

Lying Leg Curl
MODEL NUMBER: 78000015
FUNCTION: Strengthens hamstrings and glutes.

Combo Leg Extension & Leg Curl
MODEL NUMBER: 78000059
FUNCTION: Strengthens glutes, quadriceps, and calves.

Jump Bars
MODEL NUMBER: 78000024
FUNCTION: Strengthens calves, quadriceps, hamstrings (jumping and step-ups), chest, biceps, and triceps (push-ups).

Leg Extension
MODEL NUMBER: 78000013
FUNCTION: Strengthens glutes, quadriceps, and calves.

Roller Fit Leg Press
MODEL NUMBER: 78000084
FUNCTION: Strengthens quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, glutes, and abdominals.

Parallel Bars
MODEL NUMBER: 78000004
FUNCTION: Strengthens hand grip, shoulders, triceps, upper back, and core.

All Outdoor Fitness Equipment comes in In-Ground or Surface mount.
** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**
**UPPER BODY**

**Butterfly Machine**
- MODEL NUMBER: 78000016
- FUNCTION: Develops chest, front shoulders, upper and mid-abdominals.

**Chest Press**
- MODEL NUMBERS: 1 Person: 78000045
  2 Person: 78000099
- FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid-abdominals, forearms, and triceps.

**Combo Lat Pull-Down & Chest Press**
- MODEL NUMBER: 78000047
- FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid-abdominals, forearms, and triceps.

**Hand Bike**
- MODEL NUMBERS: 1 Person: 78000070
  2 Person: 78000072
- FUNCTION: Strengthens arm and shoulder muscles.

**Hanging Rotator**
- MODEL NUMBER: 78000075
- FUNCTION: Strengthens core, waist, abdominals, shoulders, and upper arms.

**Horizontal Bars**
- MODEL NUMBERS: 1 Person: 78000002
  2 Person: 78000003, 3 Person: 78000058
- FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid abdominals, forearms, and triceps.

**Butterfly Machine**
- MODEL NUMBER: 78000016
- FUNCTION: Develops chest, front shoulders, upper and mid-abdominals.

**Chest Press**
- MODEL NUMBERS: 1 Person: 78000045
  2 Person: 78000099
- FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid-abdominals, forearms, and triceps.

**Combo Lat Pull-Down & Chest Press**
- MODEL NUMBER: 78000047
- FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid-abdominals, forearms, and triceps.

**Hand Bike**
- MODEL NUMBERS: 1 Person: 78000070
  2 Person: 78000072
- FUNCTION: Strengthens arm and shoulder muscles.

**Hanging Rotator**
- MODEL NUMBER: 78000075
- FUNCTION: Strengthens core, waist, abdominals, shoulders, and upper arms.

**Horizontal Bars**
- MODEL NUMBERS: 1 Person: 78000002
  2 Person: 78000003, 3 Person: 78000058
- FUNCTION: Strengthens chest, shoulders, upper and mid abdominals, forearms, and triceps.

All Outdoor Fitness Equipment comes in In-Ground or Surface mount. **Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications.**
**Horizontal Ladder**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000028
FUNCTION: Strengthens hand grip, biceps, triceps, shoulders, and abdominals.

**Lat Pull-Down**
MODEL NUMBERS: 1 Person: 78000044
2 Person: 78000008
FUNCTION: Strengthens arm and shoulder muscles.

**Multi Bars**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000033
FUNCTION: Strengthens triceps, biceps, shoulders, and chest.

**Upper Body**

**Pull-Up Pole Station**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000032
FUNCTION: Strengthens biceps and upper back muscles.

**Tai Chi Spinners**
MODEL NUMBER: 78000035
FUNCTION: Strengthens shoulders.

All Outdoor Fitness Equipment comes in In-Ground or Surface mount.
** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Fitness Park
Information Sign

MODEL NUMBERS: Single: 78000034
Double: 78000038

SIZE: 32” x 44” or 60” x 44”
Steel

Fitness Station
Individual Station Sign

MODEL NUMBER: 78000087

SIZE: 21” x 27”
Steel

Outdoor Fitness Equipment

** Visit peml.com for specific Model Numbers and Specifications. **
Fitness Park
Sample Layout (w/ Signs)
MODEL NUMBERS:
78000004 – Parallel Bars
78000024 – Jump Bars
78000084 – Stretch Pole, 3-Pad

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000027 – Inclined Crunch Bench
78000072 – Hand Bike
78000001 – Pull-Up & Dip Station

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000087 – Small Signs

Fitness Park
Sample Layout (Fitness Trail)
MODEL NUMBERS:
78000001 – Pull-Up & Dip Station
78000009 – Chest Press
78000066 – Waist & Ab Stretcher

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000027 – Inclined Crunch Bench

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000008 – Lat Pull-Down
78000016 – Butterfly Machine
78000032 – Pull-Up Pole Station
78000029 – Push-Up Bar

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000001 – Pull-Up & Dip Station
Fitness Park
Sample Layout (Static)

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000028 – Horizontal Ladder
78000004 – Jump bars
78000029 – Push-Up Bar

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000001 – Pull-Up & Dip Station
78000033 – Multi Bars
78000003 – Horizontal Bars

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000027 – Inclined Crunch Bench
78000004 – Parallel Bars
78000005 – Sit-up / Push-up Bench

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000007 – Rowing Machine
78000033 – Multi Bars
78000003 – Horizontal Bars

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000001 – Pull-Up & Dip Station
78000033 – Multi Bars
78000003 – Horizontal Bars

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000027 – Inclined Crunch Bench
78000004 – Parallel Bars
78000005 – Sit-up / Push-up Bench

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000007 – Rowing Machine
78000005 – Sit-up / Push-up Bench
78000004 – Parallel Bars
78000003 – Horizontal Bars

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000027 – Inclined Crunch Bench
78000004 – Parallel Bars
78000005 – Sit-up / Push-up Bench

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000007 – Rowing Machine
78000005 – Sit-up / Push-up Bench
78000004 – Parallel Bars
78000003 – Horizontal Bars

Fitness Park
Sample Layout (Dynamic)

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000012 – Leg Press
78000042 – Air Walker
78000007 – Rowing Machine

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000016 – Butterfly Machine
78000047 – Combo Lat Pull-Down & Chest Press
78000019 – Cross Country Skier
78000037 – Upright Stationary Bike

MODEL NUMBERS:
78000013 – Leg Extension
78000019 – Cross Country Skier
78000037 – Upright Stationary Bike
78000019 – Cross Country Skier
78000037 – Upright Stationary Bike